
Healing Ground Permaculture 
Pruning Fruit Trees 

Reasons for Pruning:
 develop a desired tree shape 
 maintain the tree at a desired size 
 make spraying easier 
 improve fruit quality 

 improve tree strength and induce branching 
 improve air circulation and sunlight within the 

tree reducing the potential for disease

Prune young trees (up to 10 years of age) lightly. Older trees (25 years and older) will produce higher-
quality fruit following a vigorous pruning.  
Only two types of pruning cuts: 

1. Heading cut - shortening a limb or shoot by removing the terminal buds off the branch end that 
normally inhibit shoot development from buds below. Heading cuts result in a thicker and 
denser canopy and reduce light levels within the tree due to several shoots developing just 
below the location of the cut. 

 The image below illustrates the growth that occurs. Note there is an increase in vigor and 
 reduction in fruiting wood the more severe the cut.  

(A) Dormant shoot is not headed 
(B) Headed one-third of its length 

(C) Headed two-thirds of its length 
(D) Headed to remove previous year's growth.

2. Thinning cut - removal of an entire side shoot back to its point of origin. Thinning cuts do not 
induce excessive vigorous regrowth and open the tree's canopy to allow more sunlight into the 
interior.  

Pruning Tools: (periodically clean your pruning blades with alcohol to avoid spreading disease) 
Hand pruners cut small twigs and branches up to ½” in diameter 
Lopping shears for larger branches ½ to 1½” in diameter 
Pruning saws for branches larger than l ½” in diameter 
Pole pruners have both a cutting blade and a saw and remove branches that cannot be reached from the 
ground.  
The picture below shows correct and incorrect pruning of an apple tree. 



 
 

Brief Annual Calendar of Fruit Tree Care 
Late Jan through early Mar.  (for mid-Atlantic region) 
Prune – get a diagram of before and after pruning for each type of fruit tree you will be pruning. In 
general, apple, pear, sweet cherry (central leader or pyramidal) are pruned differently than peach, 
nectarine, apricot, plum, sour cherry (open vase or bowl). Dispose of diseased pruned branches by 
burning or burying. Cut healthy pruned branches into 6-8” pieces and drop for mulch around tree. 
 
January 25th - Feb. 15th - Prune apple, cherry and pear trees (this is ~1 month before their bud break 
in early March.)  

  

Sour cherry trees tend to be spreading and are usually trained to an open-center system or bowl shape 



and should eventually be shaped like the tree shown above in aerial and side views. 
 
 
Sweet cherry trees, apples and pears are best pruned in a pyramid shape shown below, wide and strong 
at the bottom and gradually tapering to a point at the top. 

 

 

Suggested Pruning Cuts 
A. Suckers – branches that sprout up from the trunk base 

B. Stubs or broken branches. 
C. Downward-growing branches 

D. Rubbing or criss-crossing branches 
E. Shaded interior branches/Water sprouts - grow straight up from a more horizontal branch 

F. Competing leaders 
G. Narrow crotches 

H. Whorls 
Remove sucker growth from the interior of the tree and around the base of the trunk annually.  
 
Feb. 15th-20th - Prune plum trees now these vary in their growth habit, but are often pruned in a bowl 
shape. 
 
Feb. 20th - March 5th - Peach, apricot and nectarine trees can be pruned one month prior to bud swell 



and up through bloom. Late winter is the best time to prune peach, nectarine and apricot trees because 
fall and early winter pruning may expose trees to winter injury and canker infections. The delay 
permits the grower to adjust the severity of pruning to the percentage of fruit buds that survived the 
winter. Strive to develop a bowl shaped or open center tree. 
March –September 
Spray – protect trees/fruit from damage by diseases & insects. Weed around trunks to remove 
competition for nutrients & water. (Organic sprays used for fruit trees: Surround (powdery kaolin clay), 
Ryania, Rotenone, Superior Oil, Insecticidal Soap, Dormant Oil, Diatomaceous Earth, Bacillus 
thuringensis for specific fruit pests, Bordeaux, Sulfur,  Copper Sulfate, Lime Sulfate) 
 
Train Branches – use spring-type clothespins just after petal fall when branches are 6” long for small 
branches, use wooden spreaders or weight branches with inverted flowerpots hung with string & nail or 
use recycled water or soda bottles filled with water (these allow you to adjust the pull on the branch) 
The idea here is to get the branch trained to a strong 45-60 degree angle. Vertical branches grow more 
leaves than fruit so helping the tree have branches which are more horizontal creates more fruit 
production. 
 
Early Summer (June)  
Thin – once fruit is ¾-1” large, remove ~80% of the fruit leaving no fruit touching and for apples & 
pears about 8” spacing between fruit; 6” between peaches, nectarines; 3” between plums. Keep the king 
flower (center one in clusters of 5 blooms); it produces a larger fruit. 
Organic Protection for Fruit (once formed): use ziplock bags around each apple - staple bags closed 
each side of stem & cut off lowest corner to let out any water that collects in bag. 
 
August through October 
Harvest – pick as fruit becomes ripe (pears are best when picked slightly before fully ripe) Dispose of 
dropped & rotting fruit to prevent disease build up 
 
November 
Cleanup – rake & remove fallen fruit tree leaves to prevent disease build up 
Paint – tree trunks with white latex paint to prevent sun scald,  wrap trees from ground level up to 2’ 
above snow level to keep rabbits and mice from chewing bark off trunks (remove in early spring). 
 
Sources: 
Penn State University Fruit Production Guide: http://ssfruit.cas.psu.edu/  
Adams Co. Nursery website: http://www.acnursery.com  
The Backyard Orchardist – Stella Otto 
Backyard Homestead – Carleen Madigan 
Boyer Nurseries & Orchards: http://www.boyernurseries.com  
Nourse Farms website: http://www.noursefarms.com 
http://www.clemson.edu/extension/hgic/plants/vegetables/tree_fruits_nuts/hgic1351.html  
http://www.clemson.edu/extension/hgic/plants/landscape/trees/hgic1003.html 
http://gardeningfromthegroundup.us/pruning.htm 


